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Abstract

• As enterprise computing becomes more and more
complex, with business systems installed across
multiple platforms, from mainframe to client-server
to PC, the need for a secure way to provide users
with a single authentication point becomes more and
more important. There are a number of methods and
products on the market today which provide some
form of single sign-on, and each has advantages and
risks.

• This session will examine what you will need to do to
prepare for single sign-on.  We will also identify a set
of functional requirements for a single sign-on
methodology, so that attendees will be better able to
compare the products available.
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Objectives

• At the conclusion of this workshop, attendees
will:

– understand the current push for single sign-on

– be able to identify what their organization
must do to prepare for SSO

– have an understanding of what industry
experts look for in SSO products

– understand the basic principles of
cryptography
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Objectives

• At the conclusion of this workshop, attendees
will:

– be able to identify the current SSO players

– be able to identify current SSO products and
where to obtain additional information

– understand current problems with SSO
implementation
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Format

• This workshop has been developed for you.

• Please feel free to:
– ask questions

– offer advise

– provide observations

– participate
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Agenda

• Introduction

• Overview

• Requirements

• Single Sign-on Basics

• Single Sign-on Views
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Agenda

• Elements of Single Sign-on

• Cryptography

• Standards Based Solutions

• Problems and Solutions

• References
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Introduction

• Single sign-on (SSO) has generally been
used as an umbrella term for the
consolidation of platform-based
administration, authentication and
authorization functions.

• Can the vendor industry support a true single
sign-on process?

• Due to the number of varied platforms and
applications, it is unlikely and in some cases,
impossible.
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Introduction

• This fact - that SSO is a misnomer - has
contributed (according to Gartner) to the
failure of the sector to achieve rapid growth,
despite widespread recognition of the "too
many IDs and passwords" problem.
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Introduction

• Historically each system vendor provided an
authentication mechanism based upon its
own system requirements which was
adequate when users only needed to
authenticate to one system.

• Today in a heterogeneous computing
environment vendors face a dilemma. . . how
to provide single logon to their user
community.
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Overview

• Users and administrators are greatly affected
by the problem.

• Users who need to remember more than one
id/password pair often use known, insecure
practices like:
– writing down passwords

– using one password for all accesses

– using a simple password
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Overview

• Administrators face the nightmare of
maintaining consistency and security for
their varied user community across multiple
platforms and policies.
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Overview

• The dilemma with Single Sign-on (SSO) is that
simple statements hide complex situations.

• What is implied but not stated by SSO is that
providing a single logon involves a relationship to
several security feature/mechanisms aside from
authentication:
– access control

– security policy(trust)

– encryption

– key distribution
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Overview

• Enterprise systems by definition are diverse.
They consist of different operating systems,
networks and utilities.

• Enterprise environments with local
authentication consist of some combination
of:
– local authentication,
– remote access authorization,
– network authentication, and
– application authentication.
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Overview

• In an environment where local authentication
and network authentication are provided by
different systems with different
implementations and administrative policies,
it is very difficult to establish confidence and
consistency in the authentication of users.
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Overview

• Most vendors provide a
local authentication
mechanism which is
specific to operating
systems.

• Yet even within an
operating system like
UNIX, there is
variability in the
implementation of
authentication.

UNIX

Novell

MVS

NT
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Requirements

• Fundamentally, enterprises need to manage
their computer resources from unauthorized
access.

•  Enterprise resources consist of independent
sets of (possibly individually) managed
computer resources.
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Requirements

• One of the resources of an enterprise is its
user community.

• Defining how a user is identified in the
environment of multiple systems requires an
abstraction on the notion of identity.

• To be successful, the SSO must have a
common understanding of the user identity
across all platforms.
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Requirements

• Requirement #1 -  Identity
– A common definition of what constitutes a

user identity.  The identity must be part of a
naming convention which is complete,
unambiguous and secure.  It must be
consistent between the authentication and
authorization models.

• While each enterprise manages policy at a
high level, there is often a requirement for
each system to influence the management of
its resources on a “host” level.
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Requirements

• Requirement #2 - Authentication
– A need to allow host systems to be able to “constrain”

the set of users allowed access to the host.

• Requirement #3 - Host Authorization
– A need to allow host systems to be able to specify

granularity based on device requirements.

• There are inherent contradictions in this set of needs.  By
definition each computer system understands “users” relative
to its own mechanisms.  Each system trusts its own
mechanisms and distrusts anything outside its perimeter.
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Requirements

• Requirement #4 - Authentication
– Need to identify a mechanism by which authentication

mechanism can negotiate an authentication sequence
on behalf of the user.

• Requirement #5 - Authorization
– Need to define a common understanding of trust

associated with an authentication sequence.

• Once authentication has been established, SSO then
needs to define how local and remote resources
should be accessed by users, both native and remote,
based on this abstract notion of identity.
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Requirements

• Requirement #6
– Need to define the relationship between

authentication and authorization.

• Authentication - an ability to identify who an
individual or system actually is

• Authorization - a process to allow authenticated
programs, users or systems to access information
processing resources available through systems and
applications.
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Requirements

• Solving the single sign-on problem then
involves:
– Requirement # 1 - common definition of what

constitutes a user identity.

– Requirement # 2 - Need to allow host systems
to be able to “constrain” the set of users
allowed access to the host.

– Requirement # 3 - Need to allow host systems
to specify granularity based of device.
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Requirements

• Solving the single sign-on problem then involves:
– Requirement # 4 - Need to identify a mechanism by

which authentication mechanism can negotiate an
authentication sequence on behalf of a user.

– Requirement # 5 - Need to define a common
understanding of trust associated with an
authentication sequence.

– Requirement # 6 - Need to define the relationship
between authentication and authorization.
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Requirements

• Three of these requirements involve the
definition of a security policy for a security
domain.
– Requirement # 1 - common definition of what

constitutes a user identity.
– Requirement # 5 - need to define a common

understanding of trust associated with an
authentication sequence.

– Requirement # 6 - need to define the
relationship between authentication and
authorization.
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Single Sign-on Basics

• Why is single sign-on needed?
– Lack of secure channels

– Initial identification and authorization

– Synchronization of identification and
authorization across the myriad of disparate,
heterogeneous systems

• Why isn’t a complete solution available?
– Security is not a priority

– Economics
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Single Sign-on Basics

• What should a single sign-on product
include?
– Identification, authorization, and

authentication
– Client / server and distributed systems
– Mainframe applications
– Host security
– Workstation security
– Network security
– The entire infrastructure
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Single Sign-on Current Players

• The SSO market is very active:

• From 1997 to current, some long-heralded
products became available:

– Memco* and IBM

• Others matured significantly:

– Platinum*, Unisys and CKS
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Single Sign-on Current Players

• The SSO market is very active:

• Niche products were developed:

– CyberSafe’s TrustBroker,
OpenVision/Veritas Axxion Authenticate,
OpenHorizon Connection

• Deployments continue and are increasing,
and users remain interested.

• However, there is movement in the sector
toward mergers and acquisitions.
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Single Sign-on Current Players

• Vendor and Product Names
• Axent Technologies (www.axent.com) -

Enterprise Resource Manager

• Bull (www.bull.com) - AccessMaster

• Century Analysis Inc. (www.cainc.com) - CAI-
Net

• Computer Associates International
(www.cai.com) - Unicenter SSO

• CKS (www.cksweb.com) -MyNet

• CyberSafe (www.cybersafe.com) - TrustBroker
Security Suite and Defensor
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Single Sign-on Current Players

• Vendor and Product Names

• Computer Associates Inc. (www.cai.com) -
Platinum family

• Hewlett-Packard (www.hp.com) - Praesidium SSO

• IBM (www.ibm.com) - Global Sign-On

• iT_SEC - iT_SecureSignOn

• Proginet (www.proginet.com) - SecurPass

• RSA Security (www.rsasecurity.com) - Boks
SSO/SecurSight Manager

• Softools (www.softools.fr) - SoftSSO

• Unisys (www.unisys.com) - Single Point Security
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Single Sign-on Current Players

• Century Analysis Inc. (www.cainc.com) -
CAI-Net

• CAI-Net III offers end users a workplace that allows them to,
through a single master password per end user, gain seamless
access to multiple applications simultaneously, independent
of the workstation being used or the applications being
accessed.

• Computer Associates International
(www.cai.com) - Unicenter SSO

• The Unicenter TNG Single Sign-On Option provides
an easy point-and-click Windows-based interface
enabling end users to access multiple, enterprise-wide,
network applications with a secure single sign-on

• CKS (www.cksweb.com) -MyNet
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Single Sign-on Current Players

• CyberSafe (www.cybersafe.com) - TrustBroker
Security Suite and Defensor

• The TrustBroker Suite features multi-platform, single sign-
on authentication, including both Public Key and Kerberos
encryption. It secures your organization's intranet and
extranet against inside and outside threats, even when using
unsecured networks (such as the Internet). It is scalable,
interoperable on virtually any business platform, and flexible
through its support of multiple authentication mechanisms
(passwords, certificates, token cards, smart cards, etc.).

• The Defensor Family of products was added to the
TrustBroker Security Suite in December 1998.  Defensor
allows secure end-to-end communications between clients,
servers, gateways and mainframes, regardless of the
application, network technology or geographic location of
the communicating parties. Authenticated users get secure,
on-demand, above-the-network communications with their
authorized applications based on "Who Can Do What" rules.
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Single Sign-on Current Players

• Hewlett-Packard (www.hp.com) -
•  Praesidium SSOHP Praesidium/Single Sign On (SSO) has been

specially developed to address the problems of multiple sign-ons
which have arisen over the last few years from the development and
ever-increasing use of client/server architecture in enterprise-scale
businesses. This trend has resulted in an equal increase in the
number of issues facing three different groups of people within the
enterprises: the users, administration, and security; the majority of
these issues arise from the number of passwords required to access
even the most basic information.

• IBM (www.ibm.com) - Global Sign-On
•  IBM Global Sign-On is a secure, easy-to-use product that grants

users access to the computing resources they are authorized to
use—with just one logon. Designed for large enterprises consisting
of multiple systems and applications within heterogeneous,
distributed computing environments, Global Sign-On eliminates the
need for end users to manage multiple logon IDs and passwords.
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Single Sign-on Current Players

• Axent Technologies (www.axent.com) -
Enterprise Resource Manager

• Axent - ERM - Provides enterprise-wide user and resource
administration, one-time authentication and single sign-on
across distributed computing platforms.

• Bull (www.bull.com) - AccessMaster
• ISM is a suite of tools for systems management that is broken

up under 6 main functionality headings. AccessMaster is the
security management component and one of ISM's highlights.
There are two main components - a single sign-on product and
standard authentication features built around a central data base
of user profiles. The single sign-on capability allows a user to
access multiple systems through the use of a single identifier
and password combination. This is then used to access the user
profile, and to show only the applications that he or she is
authorized to see. This desktop lockdown is the fundamental
basis for many security solutions where sensitive applications
are restricted, so that only those that need them have access.
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Single Sign-on Current Players

Proginet (www.proginet.com) -
SecurPass helps corporate security administrators, help desk staff
and end users manage the complexities of multi-platform
environments. SecurPass "harmonizes" native Microsoft
Windows NT security with standard IBM mainframe, Novell,
and UNIX security systems, providing password synchronization
between different environments. SecurPass is the only solution of
its kind which does not require code at every desktop.

Security Dynamics (www.securitydynamics.com) -
Boks SSO/SecurSight Manager

SecurSight products are a family of plug-in security solutions for
the enterprise. They include SecurID authentication, and the
SecurSight Desktop, Manager, Agents and Agent Toolkit. They
integrate the vendor's ACE/Server security software with public
key cryptography and digital certificate security technology from
RSA Data Security.
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Single Sign-on Current Players

Softools (www.softools.fr) - SoftSSO

Unisys (www.unisys.com) - Single Point
Security

Unisys offers a comprehensive approach to managing
identity across large, heterogeneous environments. Single
Point Security product line integrates hardware and software
for global single sign-on (SSO), biometrics identification,
user management, and protected communication across
public networks with a full set of information security
consulting services.



Product HP IBM Unisys DEC Other

Axent - ERM  X   X

Bull - AccessMaster    X X

CA - Unicenter SSO  X   X  X

CKS - MyNet  X   X     X    X     X

CyberSafe - TrustBroker   X

Mainframes

Single Sign-on Current
Players



Single Sign-on Current Players

 Product  UNIX Windows     Netware   NT       SUN     OS/2          *

 Axent - ERM    X       X         X                    X                       X

 Bull - AccessMaster    X       X                 X         X                     X

 CA - Unicenter SSO                         X                            X

 CKS - MyNet   X       X         X     X           X          X

 CyberSafe - TrustBroker       X                   X                            X                    X

* = Other networks (Axent - Iris, Solaris, CKS - DOS, TrustBroker -
 DOS, Macintosh) 

Networks

Single Sign-On Current Players
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Single Sign-on Current Players
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Single Sign-on Current Players

Challengers Leaders
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to
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Source: Gartner Group
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Single Sign-on Current Players

• What makes up Vision:
– Does the vendor have a strategic plan?

– Is it in line with industry trends?

– Does it match third-party beliefs in what is
appropriate for the industry?

– Is the vision comprehensive enough to
establish a broad install base?
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Single Sign-on Basics

• Users can use resources anywhere in the
network no matter where they are.

• User profile knows what applications are
authorized and where they can be found.

• With a single UID/password, a user can
login to the enterprise network and access all
network services and applications that they
need to perform their jobs.

• Eliminate the need for users to have multiple
usernames and passwords.
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Single Sign-on Current Players

• In looking to a vendor, you might want to
consider:
– Their financial strength

– Their ability to continue to improve the
product

– Marketing and sales capabilities

– Integration abilities

– Strategic alliances
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Single Sign-on Considerations

• SSO and ACL rules often must be developed
and administered separately.
z Security administrators often must know

syntax rules for multiple platforms.

z Audit reports often must be defined and
administered outside of products.

z Complete solutions require an integration of
several products.

z Many products have limited proven maturity.

z Trained staff are not always readily available.
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Single Sign-on Considerations

• Using only one SSO server can introduce a single
point of network failure.

• Few, if any, software solutions accommodate all
major operating-system environments; a mix of
solutions must be tailored to the enterprise’s
information-technology architecture and strategic
direction.

• Substantial interface development and maintenance
may be necessary, especially in the absence of
industry based standards.
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Single Sign-on Considerations

• The SSO server and other host security must be
hardened since weaknesses can now be exploited
across the enterprise. 

• Most SSO-software packages include additional
access-control features for which you are charged
even if they are redundant of your existing controls.

• Establishing single-user IDs across an enterprise is no
trivial management or administrative task.
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Other Considerations

– Central user administration from a central point

– Accommodates local (distributed) administration

– Passwords, privileges, access controls

– Access control and role management

– User logging and auditing
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Other Considerations

– No plain text passwords on the network

– No local, workstation password storage

– Compliant with standards

– Existing mechanisms preserved

– Accommodate sophisticated authentication

– Interoperability with other SSO environments
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Cryptography

Message Encryption Ciphertext Decryption Original 
Message

Required for single sign-on
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Cryptography

 Definition: the art of secret writing
– Writing that only the authorized can read

– The art and science of keeping messages
secure

– How can you trust it?
• Secrecy depends ONLY on the key(s)

• Secrecy does NOT depend on a proprietary
algorithm

• Algorithm well known, widely scrutinized

• Attacks discussed widely

• Weaknesses acknowledged
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Cryptography

 Common questions
– Keys are seldom memorized

• Where / how is your key stored?

• How is it  protected?

– All cryptography requires key distribution
• How do you trust this mediation?

– Key distribution is not trivial
• How are keys distributed?

– Cryptography is intrusive
• How is it used without disrupting the infrastructure?
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Cryptography

 Trusted authority vouches for identity

 All cryptographic schemes are mediated
– Secret key

• Authentication Server

– Public key
• Certification Authority
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Cryptography

 Certificates
– Binds user to ID

– Contains a description of the user (name,
address)

– Guaranteed by issuing authority

– Issuing authority also needs one

 Common root or cross certification
– Inter-organizational

– Intra-organizational
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Classifying Solutions

• Product-based comparisons
– Product surveys

– Requirements-based comparisons

• Technology-based comparisons
– Security service model comparisons

– Methods comparison
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Success With Single Sign-on

• Establish requirements
– Budget

– Technical

– Infrastructure

– Personnel

– Support

– Administrative

– Vendor
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Success With Single Sign-on

• Phased project plan
– Requirements and education

– Establish a laboratory

– Pilot(s)

– One widespread application

– Move into production
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Problems and Solutions

• Lack of understanding - technological issues
– Strengths, weaknesses

• Lack of understanding - organizational issues
– Management, politics

• Unfounded vendor claims
– Verify everything
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Problems and Solutions

• Works in the lab - doesn't work in production
– Ensure that the laboratory environment

reflects your environment

– Test every aspect of the pilot
• Security

• Performance

• Administration, operations, and management
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SSO Outlook

• The ability to reduce the number of log-ins
for users in both deployed/package
environments and future home-grown
applications will continue to be improved.

• Scalability of user base in the thousands is
currently under way.

• Customers should continue to see merges,
acquisitions, and consolidations.
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SSO Outlook

• The number of vendors in the field currently
exceeds that required by demand.

• Consolidated authentication within NT 5.0
resources, or across all resources supporting
public-key cryptography, is looming
(although neither of these will be PA within
the next year).
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SSO Outlook

• The trends are positive, but a single log-on
for all users in large mixed-platform
environments will remain elusive.

• The product in maturing, and the ability to
meet the customer’s needs is nearly at hand.
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Summary

• Single Sign-on (SSO) is NOT a security
issue.

• It is a customer convenience issue;

• and

• A cost savings issue.
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Summary

• SSO will not be implemented until you are ready.

• To be ready, the infrastructure must meet minimum
standards (most SSO will require fairly current
operating systems).

• Standards must be established for identification of
users (a common userid).

• You must establish what your organization’s needs are
and develop a set of specific requirements before you
begin to examine SSO products.
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Summary

• There is a “shaking out” of the vendors.  Do
your research to see who will remain viable.

• It may be necessary to look to third parties
for analysis, organizations such as:
– CSI Buyers Guide
– Gartner
– Meta
– GIGA
– DataPro
– Periodicals
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